Professional Accountancy

Building a Greater Nigeria through Innovation, Technology and Entrepreneurship
About

Co-Creation Hub Nigeria is a social innovation centre dedicated to accelerating the application of social capital and technology for economic prosperity.

The innovation hub is Nigeria’s premier living lab designed as a space where work to catalyze creative social tech ventures take place.
CcHUB Stats

112+ Total Number of startups supported
16 Ventures Supported at Incubation
56+ Startups supported in Accelerators
20m Reach
81k+ Community strength
$750k+ Total Investment in Ventures
$7.9m+ External Funding in our Ventures
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria

Security of lives and property
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria

Sound Macroeconomic Environment—stable prices!
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria

Infrastructure (POWER n TRANSPORT and COMMUNICATION n WATER)
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Efficient Institutions for enforcement of contracts—property rights; and facilitation of businesses
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria

Fight Against Corruption—value for money spending!
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria
Human Capital----
Education/Health and ICT
Drivers for a Greater Nigeria
Where are we now?

It is a slap on the face of the profession that corruption is rife in Nigeria (both in public and private sectors) which can be attributed to:

- weak internal controls,
- lack of constant appraisal of performance,
- compliance with accounting standards, etc.

This also reflects on our ranking in the Transparency Index.
Opportunities for Innovation
Opportunities for Innovation

Entrepreneurs DIY approach
Opportunities for Innovation

Machine Learning
Opportunities for Innovation

Demand for specialization